The Voinovich School of Leadership and Public Affairs
HTC/Voinovich Undergraduate Research Scholars
Academic Year 2009-2010

Jason Akbar*, HTC Political Science
Rachel Barnette, Actuarial Science
Megan Casebolt, HTC Social Work
Jessica Cherok*, HTC Political Science
Nina Cesare*, HTC Sociology
Melissa Dvorksy, Psychology
Lisa Guumerman*, HTC Journalism
Bryan Hoynacke, HTC Philosophy and Anthropology
Caroline Johnson*, HTC Business
Daniel Klein, HTC Journalism
Brooks Kohli, Biological Sciences
Alex Maza, Political Science
Allison Mazzei, Political Science and Industrial Engineering Major
Tiana McKenna, HTC English
Nora Rye, HTC Video Production with Environmental Studies Certificate
Jordan Shirkman, HTC Business
Katherine Stone, Industrial Hygiene and Environmental Health
Lauren Yama, Marketing and Management
Caitlyn Zachry*, HTC Journalism

*Returning Scholars